Kiera Simmons’ career as a high-profile fashion model ends abruptly when a
failed relationship nearly lands her in jail. Now she forges a quiet life helping
teens understand their eternal value in a world saturated with the distorted
messages of society.
Peter Theisen is on the fast track to everything the celebrity life promises with
every step of his meteoric rise in the music world orchestrated by his ambitious
manager.
Their sweet, unexpected romance is threatened by her past and his future, a lifechanging diagnosis, and financial devastation. As they struggle to find their way
back to each other, and to the One who matters most, the allure of wealth and
fame may jeopardize everything.

What readers are saying about Shattered Image:
An inspiring, grace-filled tome with complex, authentic characters Booklife/Publisher's Weekly
Monson's self-publishing debut is a sweet romance that shines light on the nonglamorous side of
modeling and details the challenges Christians face in the entertainment industry. Monson crafts an
inspiring, grace-filled tome with complex, authentic characters. Real conflicts with no simple answers
will keep readers thinking about Monson's book long after the last page.
Emotional Read
This book was sweet and emotional, parts cut so deep I had to stop reading to collect myself. Stacy has
written the emotion in this book so expertly that I think it would be difficult not to get drawn in. Though
we understand what the ending will be (because, this is, in fact, a romance) there is a point when you
wonder if it is even possible for these two to repair the damage. -Kari
Warning: This book steals sleep…hours of it.
I couldn’t stop reading, even when the clock indicated I was missing my date with the Sandman. The
author does not make life easy for her characters. She puts them through trial by fire, and she does it with
grace, finesse, and tremendous talent. Well-developed characters. A riveting storyline. Writing that truly
shines. And, of course, a satisfying conclusion that feels right, but comes only after a realistic, sometimes
heartbreaking struggle, and a believable, touching journey. Shattered Image warms the heart and soul and
won’t be easily forgotten. Very highly recommended. -DeelaDL
A living devotional!
This book became my devotional as I read and wept. I related to so much and received revelation about
my own situation through the lives of these characters. I had to stop and pray so often it was a growing
experience for me. God bless you and your team for an awesome job! -Marilady
Really great inspirational read
Characters and were real. The struggle between God and pride seemed similar to my own. Great reminder
of what is important and what voice to listen to. -Paul
Truly challenging
A truly challenging, uplifting reminder of what is truly inportant, more than an entertaining story, it
brought me back to following God in a more closer way. I read this to my mother, who loved it as much
as I did! -Victoria P.

